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An acousto-optical
reconstruction
method for acoustic signals using multidirectional
light
diffraction
by finite amplitude
ultrasonic
pulses is presented.
When crossing the ultrasonic
field, the far field diffracted
laser light intensity of an incident convergent
lightbeam
becomes
modulated
in time. It is found that for special conditions,
concerning
direction
of observation,
ultrasonic
frequency,
power level and interaction
length, the modulated
light intensity
is
almost an exact copy of the diffracting
acoustic
pulse. Reconstruction
can be completed
by applying
a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) routine.
Examples are provided
and applications
of this optical probing
technique
are suggested.
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As a result of the increasing
interest
in materials
characterization,
research
concerning
non-destructive
testing (NDT) has made a lot of progress during the last
few years. In several fields of research, it is widely known
that ultrasound
in combination
with light provides an
excellent measurement
technique to investigate material
properties I-5 Indeed, as an ultrasonic
wave reacts to
each change in the characteristics
of the medium in which
it propagates, its modification
embodies every variation
experienced
during propagation.
On the other hand,
nobody can deny the fact that light is the most sensitive
device with which to measure ultrasound,
since the sound
field is not disturbed
by insertion of the measurement
device.
Almost all modern
theoretical
studies concerning
optical probing of ultrasonic waves have their origin in
the work of Raman and Nath6, who explained
the
independent
observations
of Debey and Sears7 and Lucas
and Biquard’ that an ultrasonic beam in liquid acts like
a diffraction grating when illuminated
by coherent light.
Over the years the basic Raman-Nath
theory has
undergone many refinements and extensions, which have
widened the scope of its applicability.
Various models
have been developed, supplying analytical and numerical
expressions for the far field diffraction intensities due to
the acousto-optic interaction of light with progressive’“,
standing129’3, superposedi4-”
or adjacent’g-21 ultrasonic
waves at normal and oblique incidence. Further analysis
of the analytical formulae in some specific cases explicitly
shows that all information
concerning
the diffracting
acoustic signal is contained in the far field light spectrum.
For adjacent ultrasonic waves with a frequency ratio
of 1:2 or 1:4, for example, Leroy et a1.20 compared
theoretical predictions of the relative ultrasonic amplitude
with experimental
observations.
For finite amplitude low
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frequency ultrasonic waves at normal incidence of light
and small values of the pulse Raman-Nath
parameter,
Neighbors
and Mayer17,22 found that the individual
diffraction
orders provide a relative measure of the
ultrasonic pulse’s Fourier amplitude spectrum. Under the
same circumstances,
Nishida et ~1.~~ remarked that the
amplitude of the diffraction pattern strongly depends on
the phase relationship
among the harmonic components
of the ultrasonic wave. They proposed an inverse method
to reconstruct, for an arbitrary cross-section, the original
ultrasonic
amplitude
and phase spectrum by intensive
calculations
and they then applied it to investigate
non-linearity
properties of transparent
media. Mayer et
al.22,24 and Wolf et a1.25-27 used the optical probing of
pulses with parallel plane wave light to examine their
harmonic growth due to medium non-linearities
and their
reflection and transmission on plates, simply by comparing
the experimentally
obtained diffraction patterns. Although
theory and experiment
seem to go hand in hand very
well, it is not at present possible to deduce all the pertinent
pulse characteristics
from an evaluation
of a light
diffraction
pattern and, as a consequence,
it is not a
straightforward
matter to determine medium properties
or plate characteristics
using this traditional
way of
collecting information.
Other measurement
techniques,
such as the double
beam illumination method28*29 and near field models30-32,
make use of the time dependence
of the diffraction
intensities
for testing and investigating
ultrasonically
produced
phase gratings.
Such techniques
have the
advantage that they can even be applied in cases of very
weak modulations,
when the amount
of light in the
diffraction orders is comparable to the background
noise
caused by the scattered light. In the present paper we
propose a direct acoustic pulsed signal reconstruction
method based on Raman-Nath
diffraction
of multidirectional
light. In this case, the far field diffraction
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E,(X, Z, t) = Y,( [) exp( ira sin 19[)exp (-iTp,Z)

x exp( 2nirXy)

expC2N.C

rftbl

(2)

where
X=xcostI-zsin8
Z=xsin6+zcos8

I

+z

vs * t
Figure 1
Illustration of repetition,
a typical pulse train. (v, is thevelocity

c, and centre frequency & for
of thesound in the medium)

intensities become time dependent
and the modulation
of the intensity
in a specific direction
behind
the
interaction
cell is almost an exact copy of the diffracting
pulse itself. A fast Fourier transform (FFT) of this time
variation completes the reconstruction
of the amplitude
and phase spectra of the original acoustic signal at this
cross-section.
This direct visualization
technique can be
easily applied to investigate non-linear
and absorption
properties of transparent
media or to examine characteristics of plates and layered materials through reflection
and transmission.
It is also useful for obtaining
an
immediate measurement
of the frequency bandwidth
of
the mounted transducer.

Y,(i) is the amplitude of the diffraction order satisfying
the following system of differential equations
25

([) -

f

j([)eXp(

aj[Yk_

-ibj)

j=t
-

Yk+j([)exp(isj)]

with boundary

= ik(kp, - 2asinB)Y’,(i)

conditions

Yk(< = 0) = 6,,,

(k: - cc ... + co)

pp =

- A2 cos213

(7)

Pod,*2
Comparing

(2) with the general

The time history of any arbitrary pulsed plane ultrasonic
wave, as shown in Figure I, can always be represented
by a Fourier sine expansion, the pulse length corresponding
to the repetition
frequency, f z, with centre frequency,
fg = y .ff (y E FU).As a consequence, and considering the
chosen reference system (Figure 2), the distorted refractive
index of the medium
in which such a pulse train
propagates can be expressed as follows

@ks++;~-$+d,)

expression

27~iJIt - 7 ipo(X sin i7 + Z cos P)
[

set-up

(6b)

and

A exp

Theoretical

(6a)

1

for a plane electromagnetic
wave in the medium, it is
easily derived
that the rth diffraction
component
experienced
a frequency shift, -rf t, and a change in
direction with respect to the z-axis, arcsin[ -r(i/p&)
cos 01.

Analytical and numerical expressions for the solutions
Y,(i) of (6) can be obtained by many different methods
for various cases14,15,17,18. As the amplitude functions
depend only on space, the intensity,
I_, = E,. *E, =
Yr. *Y,, of the diffraction spots at the observation
plane
in the far field are time independent.
Such a typical far

(1)

k=l

where; p0 is the refractive index of the non-perturbed
medium; p is the largest variation;
and pa, and 6, are
the amplitude and phase of the kth Fourier component
of the pulse.
From early work done by Raman and Nath6 and many
extensions of this study, we know that the intensity of a
parallel beam of coherent light, with wavelength /z and
frequencyf,
passing through such an acoustic grating at
an angle of incidence
8, splits into various diffracted
orders, each of them undergoing
different changes in
amplitude, frequency and direction. Assuming that the
ultrasonic
waveform
remains
the same within
the
beamwidth
of the light, the electric field of the rth
component
of the diffracted light, while crossing the

‘2
‘I
10
I-1
!,

I-3

Z=O

2 =1

Figure
2 Schematic
geometrical
representation
of the light
diffraction process in the case of oblique incidence of parallel light
on an arbitrary pulse train
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Figure 3 (a) Frequencyspectrum (left) and amplitude distribution
in part (b). (b) Typical far field light intensity diffraction pattern
normal incidence (with logarithmic scale for the intensities)

field diffraction pattern for normal incidence of light is
shown in Figure 3.
If we now consider multidirectional
incident light of
the same frequency,
we must take into account
the
possibility
of interfering
diffraction
orders behind the
interaction cell. For far field measurements this interference
only occurs for those diffracted light rays which have the
same direction. Furthermore,
as these diffracted orders
originate from different incident light waves, they must
have experienced different frequency shifts and consequently
the intensity in this direction becomes time dependent.
In fact, as a first approximation,
any incident
convergent lightbeam may be seen as a multidirectional
composition
of parallel light with the same frequency and
the same intensity. In the interests of the present study,
we consider a convergent lightbeam incident between the
angles M. /I and - N. /I [where b is the first Bragg angle,
A/(2@,*)]
and divide it into (M + N + 1) plane waves
which are completely identical apart from their incidence
direction[-N./?,(-N+
l).B,(-N+2).B,...,-8,O,P,
..., (A4 - 1). /?,A4. /I]. The nth component of this convergent optical beam ( -N < n < M), making an angle n. p
with respect to the normal, will diffract while crossing
the sound. Its rth diffraction order then propagates within
the medium in the direction

& +arcsin(
-r &cos(
&))

(8)

with respect to the normal (z-axis).
As p is very small in general ( z 13 x 10F5 rad at
1 MHz in water with green argon laser light), the angle
of this diffraction order behind the interaction
cell and
outside the medium can be approximated
by (n - 2r)
[L/(2$)].
The frequency shift of this diffracted ray is
- rfz and its amplitude,
Y!“)(<(“)), can be found by
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(right) of the pulsed ultrasound considered for the light diffraction pattern
for parallel green argon laser light diffracted by pulsed ultrasound’8
at

solving (6) for 0 = 8!“) = S./( 2~,/1,*) = n. fl and p,, c
P/(#L&&).
Inc
The electric field for this (n, r) component
can then be
written as follows
E(“)(X(“) 9Z(n) >t) = y(n)([W))
I
*
x exp[i~~O(r&)X(“)cosO$]

1 -r---

-i:r,

x exp
[

(

exp[2rci(f-

A

1

sin @“)
,nc ZCn)

PcJp*

)

rfg)t]

the superscript W) referring to the angle of incidence
In terms of (x, z) coordinates,
we find

n. /I.

E’“‘(x
>z >t) = P)(Q”))
*
I
x exp{-iFp,[x(sinU/*:

- r&)

+ zcos0{$]}

x exp [ 2xi( f - ~f:ft)t]

(9)

with cCn)z (27r/~)[~(z/cos
@iL)].
As the rth diffraction order of the nth component
of
the incident converging beam only interferes with the sth
order of the mth incident component
if n - 2r = m - 2s,
the total electric field in the direction k. fl can be expressed
by
E$y’(x, z, t) =
x exp{-

f YFk + 2r’([(k + 2*)) exp[2ni(fr = i-l

i$po[x(sinO&+‘.‘-r&)

+ z cos Gk+ 2r)
I)
1°C

rft)t]
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where rl is the smallest integer number larger than or
equal to ( -N - k)/2 and r2 is the largest integer number
smaller than or equal to (M - k)/2. The subscript Ck)
denotes
the angle of observation
k. fl behind
the
interaction
cell. The intensity of the light propagating
in
this direction is directly proportional
to the quantity
Z(,‘(X, z, t) =

complicated,
z(k)(t)

=

x

2

x

*yak

+ Zs’([(k

+

2s’

IZ=Jexp[2ni(s

-i

t
j=2

qjdj - i(r - o)S,

4jPj

-

tT -

n)61]

‘c” y...y

‘c”
qK=

-copi(=

-cc

J, _ ,( u\”+ 2r’) J, _ ,( u\”+ 2S’)Jqz(~‘2”+ 2r’)
x Jp~(u~k+2s’~~~Jq,(v(K+2”)Jp,(v(Kk+2s’)

[

24s

-r)@

+ (s - r)6, - (T - 0)6,

(Pj - qj)dj + A(k)(s) - A(k)(r)

j=2

(10)

1

(12)

where

J, _ ,J o:“‘)J,,( u(;‘)J,,( us”‘) ‘. . Jql(( vj;‘)

[

-

f

+ f

This expression, representing
the far field intensity in the
direction k. p after diffraction of a convergent lightbeam
incident between the angles M. p and -N. fl, clearly
illustrates
the time modulation
of the measured
light
intensity.
In order to investigate
this time dependence
more
thoroughly,
we made equation (10) explicit in the case
of extreme Raman-Nath
interaction,
i.e. for rather small
ultrasonic frequencies. However, it must be emphasized
that the validity of this expression is not limited and thus
can be used for Bragg conditions
too.
The exact analytical solutions, ‘I”,“‘( [(“) / z = L), of system
(6) for 0 = 0::: and pP z 0 are then given in the following
form2’
+CC
+cO
Y~‘([@)IzZL)=
exp(-irbu(“‘)
+c”
C
...
C
4*=--CD43=-m
qK=-‘X

x exp

(Pj

r=r,s=,+lq~=-mp~=-m

r)f,*t

2n
+ i - pOL(cos ei;,+ 2S’ - cos si;,+ 2”)]
2

y-

qK=-mpK=-m

[.,f2

COS

x cos
-

formula

‘c” .. ic’

y

+2f

z Yy+2”(p+2”IZ=J
s = r,

f
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J, _ ,( u\”+ 2r’) J, _ ,( v’: + 2r’) Jq2( v(2k
+ 2r’)
I
x Jpz(v$k+2r’)... JYk(~$+2r’)Jp&$+2r’)

E$l”‘(x, z, t). *q;y (x, z>t)

r = r,

yet easily programmable,

r=r,q2=-CCp2=-nC

the * operation indicating complex conjugation.
Once the light has totally traversed
the disturbed
medium, its intensity is no longer affected by the sound
wave. After some calculations
we obtain that at z = L
(Lbeing the width of the transducer)

z(k)(t) =

K. Van Den Abeele

(T =

2 jqj
j=2

and

The first term in this expression is not time dependent.
Its physical meaning is the summation
of the intensities
of the separated
diffraction
orders in this direction
originating from the various components of the convergent
lightbeam.
The interference
effects are all brought
together in the second term which causes the time
modulation.
In order to determine how the modulated light intensity
initially develops, we can examine as a first approximation
Equation
(12) in the limit that all Raman-Nath
parameters,
VT’, are small, i.e. taking into account onlv
those products of Bessel functions, J,, J,, ... J,,&. J,, . Ji3
‘.. J,K, for which

1(11)

with

jcl(Injl

lmj/)~’

+

This leads to a far more revealing
I&t)

= fi J;(oik’) + 2 f
i=l

fi

expression
[J&c$~‘)J~(v~~+ 2r’)]

r=li=l

J,(ur(k+2r'

and

+6, + d(,)(r) xJo(v;k+2r’))co@‘Crf.;r
K

-r,

-2

1

n

[J,(v~k’)J0(v~k-2r’)];1~@&;~;

r=li=l

If we define
x cos[&crf$t

the total diffracted laser light intensity in the direction
of observation,
k. /3, takes on the form of the following

Atk)(o)]

0

r

+ 6, + ACkJ(0) - A,,,( -r)]

As the angles of incidence are rather small, we can
neglect their effect on the Raman-Nath
parameters, so
In this
that Qr, n, m I$” = vi”” = v, = M; v = (2n/i)pu,L.
case, the laser light intensity in an arbitrary
direction,
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measurable intensity in the first approximation
contains
all the information
required to reconstruct the diffracting
ultrasonic
beam. Indeed, a fast Fourier transformation
of ( 13) inevitably leads to a fairly good estimation for v,
and 6, r = 1 ... N. Once these values are known the
reconstruction
of (1) is only a matter of some algebraic
calculus [per, = v,(%/27cL)]. If v, is larger than 0.5, one
might obtain a better approximation
by using a routine
to invert the first order Bessel function as an intermediate
step.

I

4

7
.t:
“a0

3
I

-1

0

2

1

Examples

ultrasonic time-periods
Figure 4 Theoretical results of the presented model applied to an
exponentially
damped
pulse (f; = 4 MHz,
f; = 500 kHz, 7 = 8,
v = 1.6) monitored
by convergent
green argon laser light (i =
514 nm). Upper curve: intensity of photodetector
light as calculated
by Equation (10).
Lower curves: comparison
of original acoustic
signal (---)
and reconstructed
signal (---)
obtained by FFT of
the modulated
light intensity shown
in the upper curve. (Vn
v, < 0.4)

To illustrate this reconstruction
method we programmed
the most general expression for the intensity in a specific
direction, formula ( lo), with the amplitudes given by ( 11),
which we calculated up to approximation
level 3 (the sum,
fromj = 2 to K of 1q1 ( + 1r - 0 1d 3 for each amplitude).
Starting from a known original acoustic pulse signal
which causes a varying refractive index

3.0

E.I

i( !i
i! Ij
j! ! i p._.____-_-_-_-_-----7
bi( 1‘4

-----------I

i

I

i! !i
il li
ii

’

tj \

!i r.-._.-.-_1V

1

0

2.0 E

I

c

2

ultrasonic time-periods
Figure
5 Theoretical
results of the presented model applied to a
Gaussian-shaped
pulse (fl = 2 MHz, f; = 142.8 kHz, y = 14, v = 2.0)
monitored
by convergent
green argon laser light (,I = 514 nm).
Upper curve: intensity of photodetector
light as calculated
by
Equation (10). Lower curves: comparison of original acoustic signal
(-)
and reconstructed
signal (---)
obtained
by FFT of the
modulated light intensity shown in the upper curve. (Vn v, i 0.25)

k. p, can be approximated
Itk)(t) = fi

Ji(z+)

i=l

by

1+ 2 f

x cos[2nrf,*t

+ 6, + A&r)
cos[2zrflt

+

A&O)1

J,o

I = 1 Jo(%)

i

k=l

6

1.0 g

ak sin( 2xkf,*t + 6,)

p. f

calculate the modulation
of the laser light intensity
in the direction
N. p for an incident
symmetrical
convergent beam ( - N. /?, N. b). A FFT routine attached
to the program
uses these results
to obtain
the
approximated
values for v, and 6,, which we will call up”
and SFFT. With these tabulated
values a reconstructed
signal has been drawn

we

& f

up-*sin(2zkf,*t

+ G,FFT)

(J,* can be obtained experimentally
from the separation
of the far field diffraction spots in the case of normal
incidence of plane parallel light.)
Figures 4-6 show some examples of this method for
different pulses. In all illustrations
62 Fourier coefficients
were used in the original signal and the value of N
determining
the width of the convergent
beam and the
direction of observation was > 62. The curve in the upper
part of the figures corresponds
to the results given by
equation
(10) for k = N, rl = -N
and r2 = 0, and

- A&O)]
3.0

1

+ 6, - ACkJ(-r)

I

In the special case when we position a photodectector
in the direction N. /I for a convergent lightbeam incident
between the angles -N.b
and N.P[rl = -N,r,
= 0
and N being an integer value larger than the highest
order Fourier component, K, needed in the representation
of the pulse train (l)], we obtain

1

ultrasonic time-periods

Z,,,(t)

= fi

JZ(Ui)

i=l

x cos[27rrfXt

1- 2 i

J,o

I = 1 J,(q)

i

+ 6, - A(& -r)

+ A&O)]

For values of v, < 0.5, r = 1 ... N and 2[J,(v,)/J,(v,)]
so that we may conclude that the modulation
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(13)
z v,,
of this

Figure 6 Theoretical results of the presented model applied to a
Gaussian-shaped
pulse (G = 2 MHz, 5 = 83.3 kHz, 7 = 24, v = 2.3)
monitored
by convergent
green argon laser light (A = 514nm).
Upper curve: intensity of photodetector
light as calculated
by
Equation (10). Lower curves: comparison of original acoustic signal
(---)
and reconstructed
signal (---)
obtained by FFT of the
modulated light intensity shown in the upper curve. (for n = 23,24,25,
(I, > 0.5)
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As already

mentioned in the introduction,
the utilization
of light diffraction to characterize ultrasonic pulses and
examine changes in the pulse spectrum due to medium
non-linearities or due to reflection and transmission
on
layered materials has been widely proved and accepted.
However, a full reconstruction
of the diffracting pulse
always necessitated
lots of complicated
manipulations
and computations.

Figure
7
Investigation
of medium characteristics
of optically
transparent materials using pulsed ultrasound and convergent light.
(a)
Monitoring
the soundbeam
at a small distance
from the
transducer; (b) monitoring the soundbeam at a larger distance from
the transducer

J

-1

2

1

0

ultrasonic

time-periods

b)
3.0

1

ultrasonic

2

time-periods

3.0

Figure 8
Investigation of vibrational modes and material characteristics of layered media using reflection and transmission of ultrasonic
pulses in combination
with the direct optical probing technique.
(a) Monitoring the incident soundbeam with convergent light; (b)
monitoring
the reflected soundbeam
with convergent
light; (c)
monitoring the transmitted soundbeam with convergent light

2.0 i;

s

1.0 p

E.

0.0

G

1

0

represents the modulation
in time of the photodetector
intensity. The lower part compares the original signal
(unbroken
line) with the reconstructed
one (dashed line),
after normalization
with respect to the peak amplitude
of the original signal.
In cases when V~IJ, < 0.5 the comparison
is almost
impeccable
(see Figures 4 and 5). If, for some integer
values v, > 0.5, the overall shape of the pulse can still be
reconstructed,
however, the agreement becomes poorer
(Figure 6). As we suggested in the previous paragraph,
an easy to use routine capable of inverting the first order
Bessel function would improve the reconstruction.
Other
theoretical examples can be found in References 33 and
34.

0

k

1

ultrasonic

time-periods

Figure
9 Theoretical
results of the suggested
application
to
investigate reflection and transmission
of ultrasonic pulses using
convergent
light. An incident exponentially
damped pulse train
(f; = 5.01 MHz, r;, = 334 kHz, ;I = 15, v = 2.0) at 30” is reflected
from and transmitted
through
a stainless steel plate of 1 mm
thickness
immersed
in water.
Incident
(a),
reflected
(b)
and
transmitted
(c) pulses can be directly reconstructed
(---,
lower
part of each figure) from the photodetector
light intensity (curve
in upper part of each figure).
Comparison
of the reflected and
transmitted spectra with the incident spectrum reveals interesting
information concerning plate characteristics
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In the present paper, we have shown that, using
convergent light and a fast photodetector,
visualization
of acoustic signals is far from difficult. For low ultrasonic
frequencies, low power and small interaction lengths, only
a spectrum analyser, capable of performing a FFT of the
measured
light intensity
in one specific direction,
is
needed to obtain a reliable picture of the pulsed ultrasonic
wave. The simplicity of this model makes the method
extremely suitable for investigation
of ultrasound in many
areas.
Medium non-linearities
and absorption
properties of
optically transparent
media can be visualized at once by
monitoring the acoustic distorted medium at two different
distances from the transducer with the same convergent
lightbeam (Figure 7) or by performing
the experiment
twice at the same distance for different power levels of
the ultrasonic wave35.
Polychromatic
sound
waves reflecting
from and
transmitted
through layered media can be examined and
compared
with the incident
sound wave (Figure 8)
revealing vibrational
modes and layer characteristics.
Figure Y illustrates this application
for an exponentially
damped pulse of 5.01 MHz centre frequency (fz = 15 .fc)
incident at an angle of 30” on a stainless steel plate ( 1 mm)
immersed in water. This figure clearly shows the effects
of spectral filtering (see also Reference 34).
Even the presence and characteristics
of surface waves
at the boundary
of two media, of which at least one is
optically transparent,
could be investigated
by means of
this direct optical probing technique.
Finally this method can be applied to transducer
characterization.
As the acoustic pulse spectrum originates
from the discrete convolution
of the ideal electrical input
signal and the transfer curve of the transducer
as a
function
of frequency,
the reconstructed
amplitude
spectrum provides an immediate
measurement
of the
frequency bandwidth
of the transducer itself35.
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